17:53:13 From Xiaoyan Jiang to Hosts and panelists: hi
17:53:21 From Adelia Nunn to Hosts and panelists: practice
17:53:31 From Jonathan Silver to Hosts and panelists: practice
17:57:46 From Victoria Rue to Hosts and panelists: practice
17:59:26 From Adelia Nunn to Hosts and panelists: practice
18:03:01 From Kristen Bark to Everyone: Eve and Mary
18:03:04 From Christine West to Hosts and panelists: Mary & Ruth
18:03:05 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone: Eve and Mary
18:03:05 From Sonia Hinds to Everyone: Mary Magdalene and Eve
18:03:06 From Rachel Harber to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Eve
18:03:06 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:07 From Caroline Brown to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary!
18:03:09 From Lisa Nilles to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:09 From Neal Medlyn to Hosts and panelists: Eve & Mary
18:03:10 From Kimberly Yates to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Eve
18:03:10 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:12 From Arianne Rice to Everyone: Eve and Mary
18:03:12 From Susan Steinberg to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:13 From John Ragsdale to Hosts and panelists: Mary the mother of Jesus and Mary Magdelene
18:03:13 From Isabel Geller to Everyone: Virgin Mary and Mary Magdelene
18:03:14 From Judy Stark to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Eve.
18:03:15 From Dorothy Pratt to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:15 From Victoria Rue to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Sarah
18:03:15 From Ann F Stanford to Hosts and panelists: Miriam and Mary
18:03:15 From Tamsen Hernandez to Everyone: Eve and Mary
18:03:17 From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Eve
18:03:18 From Arlene Markowski to Hosts and panelists: Eve & Mary (conflation of all three)
18:03:18 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists: Eve Mary
18:03:18 From KC Crewdson to Everyone: Mary and Eve
18:03:19 From Xiaoyan Jiang to Everyone: eve and mary
18:03:19 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists: Mary Magdalene and Mother Mary
18:03:19 From Molly Dale Smith to Everyone: mary and eve
18:03:19 From Becca Ehrlich to Everyone: The two Marys
18:03:20 From Charlie Potts to Hosts and panelists: Ruth and Mary
18:03:20 From Ashley to Hosts and panelists: Eva and Mary
18:03:20 From Fain Webb to Everyone: mARY AND EVE
18:03:21 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists: Mary Magdalene and Eve
18:03:22 From Bill Crawford to Hosts and panelists: eve and mary
18:03:22 From Jan Valentine to Hosts and panelists: Mary and sarah
18:03:23 From Darcy Lima to Everyone: Eve and Mary
18:03:23 From Chaplain Hannah to Hosts and panelists: Hannah and Mary
18:03:23 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone: Mary and Eve
18:03:24 From Anne Silver to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:24 From Frances Katrishen to Hosts and panelists: Eve and Mary
18:03:24 From Daniel Somers to Everyone: Sarah and Mary
18:03:25 From Wendy Walker to Everyone: Mary and Ruth
18:03:25 From Rosalie DiSimone-Weiss to Everyone: Mary & Eve
18:03:25 From Connie Coddington to Everyone: Mary, Woman at the well
18:03:27 From Pam Walsh to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Eve
18:03:27 From Kevin Booker to Hosts and panelists: Mary and Mary
Mary mother of Jesus and Eve
Mary Magdalene and Mary
Mary, Esther
Mary & Mary Magdalene
Mary and Mary Magdelene
Mary and Mary Magdalene
Eve and Mary
Sarah and Mary
Mary and Eve
Mary Magdalene, Mary
Mary and Mary Magdalene
Mary and Eve
Mary and Eve
Mary and Ruth
The two Marys
Eve and Mary
Mary and Ruth
Mary and Ruth
Mary and Mary M
Mary the Mother of Jesus and Mary Magdalene, and Eve
MAGDELENE AND MARY
yes, probably E and Mary
Mary mother of Jesus Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene and Ruth
Mary and Ruth
From Michael Link to Everyone: Mary Magdalene, Eve, Delilah

From April Stace to Hosts and panelists: Disney princess!

From Lisa Willes to Hosts and panelists: beatific

From Caroline Brown to Hosts and panelists: meek and mild

From KC Crewdson to Everyone: she's white!

From Rachel Harber to Hosts and panelists: angelic, holy, full of grace

From Adelia Nunn to Hosts and panelists: Meek

From Diane S. Whalen to Hosts and panelists: Sappy and unreal

From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists: meek and mild,

From Isabel Geller to Everyone: Very white, mature

From Ann F Stanford to Hosts and panelists: Mary's a white girl!

From Xiaoyan Jiang to Everyone: A saint

From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists: She’s very white.

From Kimberly Yates to Hosts and panelists: angelic

From Victoria Rue to Hosts and panelists: Unreachable, perfect, and WHITE

From Arianne Rice to Everyone: perfect holy humble meek mild loving mother

From Kristen Bark to Everyone: white, holy

From Margery Barnes to Hosts and panelists: angelic

From Julie Zehr to Hosts and panelists: Quiet

From Frances Katrishen to Hosts and panelists: Meek and mild

From Judy Stark to Hosts and panelists: Meek, mild, prayerful, maternal.

From Fain Webb to Everyone: HOLY AND PIUS
18:06:45 From Lizette Acosta to Hosts and panelists: Angelic, pure
18:06:45 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone: placid
18:06:46 From Daniel Somers to Everyone: beatific
18:06:46 From Kevin Booker to Hosts and panelists: soft
18:06:46 From Joseph Harmon to Everyone: none are black/people of color
18:06:46 From Jane Donahue to Hosts and panelists: Holy, pure
18:06:47 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: Holy, pious, saintly
18:06:47 From Michaelle Cooke to Everyone: holy
18:06:47 From William Hale to Everyone: Scandinavian
18:06:48 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone: Meek and mild.
18:06:48 From Martha Gardner to Everyone: innocent
18:06:49 From Arlene Markowski to Hosts and panelists: Docile and passive
18:06:49 From Brenda Spangenberg to Everyone: holy
18:06:49 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists: always wears blue
18:06:50 From Jennifer Alexander to Everyone: fragile
18:06:50 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone: eyes down, submissive
18:06:50 From Ann Satterfield to Hosts and panelists: Mary prays!
18:06:52 From Adelia Nunn to Hosts and panelists: Submissive
18:06:52 From K M to Everyone: Mother, pious, protector
18:06:52 From Kathleen Schmitt to Everyone: Distant and noble
18:06:52 From Kay Wenzel to Hosts and panelists: passive w halo
18:06:53 From Sandra Johnson to Everyone: pious, saintly
18:06:53 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists: She’s very demure.
18:06:53 From Elizabeth Windsor to Hosts and panelists: Meek
18:06:54 From Pam Walsh to Hosts and panelists: Holy and sacred
18:06:54 From Adrien @ Home to Everyone:
saint-like
18:06:54 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
Pious, White, patient, passive
18:06:54 From Bonita Braun to Everyone:
Holy
18:06:54 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
gentle
18:06:55 From Anita Schell to Hosts and panelists:
sweet humble and pious
18:06:56 From Mary Russell to Hosts and panelists:
Virginal pure
18:06:56 From Dorothy Carey to Hosts and panelists:
Holy, meek, mild.
18:06:56 From Catherine Roskam to Hosts and panelists:
compliant
18:06:56 From Bill Crawford to Hosts and panelists:
beatific
18:06:56 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists:
young
18:06:56 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
innocent
18:06:56 From Christine West to Hosts and panelists:
Meek
18:06:57 From Molly Dale Smith to Everyone:
ethereal, wears blue
18:06:58 From John Laycock to Hosts and panelists:
Jewish mother
18:06:58 From Dorothy Pratt to Hosts and panelists:
holy, pious
18:06:59 From Barbara Castanzo to Hosts and panelists:
Holy, humble
18:07:00 From Joan Phelps to Hosts and panelists:
Innocent, sweet,
18:07:01 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
submissive
18:07:02 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists:
a naive innocent not an intellectual woman
18:07:02 From Simona Perry to Everyone:
submissive
18:07:02 From Joyce Cole to Hosts and panelists:
Willing to listen
18:07:02 From Carol King to Everyone:
her holiness, to be worshipped herself
18:07:05 From william m beute to Everyone:
obedient
18:07:06 From Jan Valentine to Hosts and panelists:
Fiction
18:07:06 From Christine West to Hosts and panelists:
Pious
18:07:07 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
sacrificial
18:07:08 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
silent
18:07:11 From Bonnie Bivins to Everyone:
Holy,
18:07:12 From Deb Van to Everyone:
pious
18:07:13 From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists:
Pious,
18:07:14 From Anne Silver to Everyone:
Unreal
18:07:14 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone:
young
18:07:18 From Elizabeth Ring to Everyone:
quiet. unassuming, reclusive
18:07:21 From Isabel Geller to Everyone:
Lots of blue and white clothes
18:07:21 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists:
Innocent; holy, devout, trusting, patient, long-suffering
18:07:26 From Matthew Lincoln to Hosts and panelists:
Not contemporary
18:07:31 From Susan Steinberg to Hosts and panelists:
pure
18:07:33 From Tracy Quan to Everyone:
pre-modern
18:07:35 From Robby Mathis to Hosts and panelists:
There are no white people in the Bible
18:07:38 From Anne Silver to Everyone:
amen
18:07:50 From Sonia Hinds to Everyone:
NO WHITE PEOPLE IN THE BIBLE
18:07:58 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone:
There are no white people in the Bible.
18:08:11 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
no eye contact...
18:08:28 From John Laycock to Hosts and panelists:
A young adult, not a teenager
18:08:50 From Rachel Harber to Hosts and panelists:
nurturing
18:08:52 From Kevin Booker to Hosts and panelists:
bald
18:08:56 From Frances Katriishen to Hosts and panelists:
Sad
18:08:57 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists:
Serious.
18:08:58 From Molly Dale Smith to Everyone:
sad
18:08:58 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
Like Jesus
Rich
Mother
surreal
more mysterious
Older
reflective
Regal
attentive
Greek
She doesn’t seem happy
Helicopter mother
humble, motherly, holy,
veiled
stern
serious
Not happy
aloof
etereal
tired
Static
Strong masculine
regal
Not like a new mother
Severe
kindly
18:09:10 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists:
  veiled
18:09:14 From Lizette Acosta to Hosts and panelists:
  Resigned
18:09:15 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone:
  skin is a bit darker
18:09:16 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
  remote
18:09:16 From Elizabeth Ring to Everyone:
  mild and polite
18:09:17 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
  Eyes downcast, submissive
18:09:17 From Ann F Stanford to Hosts and panelists:
  With the baby
18:09:19 From Victoria Rue to Everyone:
  Never smiling
18:09:21 From Connie Coddington to Everyone:
  strong,
18:09:25 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists:
  Pointing to her son
18:09:27 From Kathleen Schmitt to Everyone:
  brown-skinned, holy
18:09:31 From Jane Donahue to Hosts and panelists:
  serene
18:09:34 From Pam Walsh to Hosts and panelists:
  Always haloed
18:09:36 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone:
  Very serious!
18:09:41 From Elizabeth Windsor to Hosts and panelists:
  Maternal
18:09:42 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
  she's warning us
18:09:49 From Summer Green to Everyone:
  somber mysterious
18:09:54 From Anita Schell to Everyone:
  skin color seems darker than previous representations
18:09:58 From Simona Perry to Everyone:
  the hands
18:09:58 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
  presentational
18:10:01 From Elizabeth Ring to Everyone:
  The one in the upper center is a little more challenging.
18:10:07 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists:
  Foreboding.
18:10:16 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists:
  She’s confident
18:12:32 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
  graceful
18:12:39 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
  regal
18:12:42 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
Majestic

18:12:45 From Arianne Rice to Everyone:
major key – happy – strong

18:12:45 From Nell Archer to Hosts and panelists:
royal

18:12:46 From Xiaoyan Jiang to Everyone:
exalted

18:12:46 From Neal Medlyn to Hosts and panelists:
British

18:12:47 From Joseph Harmon to Everyone:
triumphant

18:12:47 From Isabel Geller to Everyone:
Joyful

18:12:48 From Anita Schell to Everyone:
Triumphant

18:12:48 From Michael Link to Everyone:
joyful

18:12:49 From Rosalie DiSimone-Weiss to Everyone:
Angellic

18:12:50 From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists:
powerful and inspiring

18:12:50 From Connie Coddington to Everyone:
revered

18:12:51 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
happy

18:12:51 From Lisa Nilles to Hosts and panelists:
magnificent

18:12:51 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
church traditional

18:12:51 From Rachel Harber to Hosts and panelists:
uplifting

18:12:53 From VK McCarty to Everyone:
Harmonious

18:12:53 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists:
Reverant and exalting

18:12:55 From Simona Perry to Everyone:
angelic

18:12:56 From Molly Dale Smith to Everyone:
grnaudeur

18:12:57 From Joan Phelps to Hosts and panelists:
joyous

18:12:57 From Joyce Cole to Hosts and panelists:
regal right to the heart

18:12:59 From Michael Link to Everyone:
Very English

18:13:01 From Arlene Markowski to Hosts and panelists:
Seems celebratory and regal as if it’s a royal announcement

18:13:01 From Kimberly Yates to Hosts and panelists:
grand
18:13:02 From Jane Donahue to Hosts and panelists: majestic
18:13:02 From William Hale to Everyone: Victorian
18:13:03 From Phillip Geliebter to Hosts and panelists: Adoration
18:13:03 From Victoria Rue to Everyone: Other worldly
18:13:03 From Dorothy Carey to Hosts and panelists: Adoring.
18:13:06 From Graham Crawford to Hosts and panelists: eternal
18:13:06 From Isabel Geller to Everyone: grand
18:13:06 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone: perfectly joyful!
18:13:07 From Susan Steinberg to Hosts and panelists: in a realm of her own
18:13:08 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists: Regal, grand, triumphant
18:13:11 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists: Major key, Glorianna!
18:13:11 From Carrie Allport to Hosts and panelists: Formal, adult, mature
18:13:16 From Brent Ness to Hosts and panelists: Triumphant, proclamatory
18:13:17 From Steve Dougherty to Hosts and panelists: Light, upbeat
18:13:19 From Diane S. Whalen to Hosts and panelists: Churchy, triumphant
18:13:20 From John McKay to Hosts and panelists: Not that she was quietly keeping these things close to her heart
18:13:21 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone: youthful
18:13:23 From Mary Russell to Hosts and panelists: Rejoicing in the news she will carry Jesus
18:13:26 From Sonia Hinds to Everyone: Traditional/non-Caribbean
18:13:27 From Sandra Johnson to Everyone: powerful, stately
18:13:28 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: rejoicing
18:13:31 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone: kinda antithetical to the text
18:13:33 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists: sacred, angelic realm
18:13:38 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
Powerful in spite of the message

18:13:41 From Joseph Harmon to Everyone:
european

18:13:41 From Ken Phelps Jr to Hosts and panelists:
Major key masks the pain and hope present

18:13:49 From Fain Webb to Everyone:
HIGH CHURCH MUSIC, ANGELIC

18:13:50 From Judy Stark to Everyone:
Formal; English; not Middle Eastern or folk song.

18:13:51 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
unthreatening

18:13:52 From Elizabeth Ring to Everyone:
Energetic. Joyous.

18:13:53 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists:
Manificent Magnificat

18:13:54 From Rachel Harber to Hosts and panelists:
dynamic

18:13:59 From Jan Valentine to Hosts and panelists:
Victorian

18:14:02 From Steve Dougherty to Hosts and panelists:
Yes, European

18:14:02 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone:
Serious and a bit joyous

18:14:03 From Julie Zehr to Hosts and panelists:
High church

18:14:06 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone:
Majestic

18:14:07 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
word-painting

18:14:10 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
painting

18:14:10 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists:
momentarily reflective, more gentle

18:14:15 From Dorothy Pratt to Hosts and panelists:
richly textured and complex

18:14:16 From Martha Watson to Everyone:
I agree with Marybeth: a bit at odds with the humility of the
text precisely because it is regal.

18:14:17 From Scott Kirby to Everyone:
very ANGLICAN SUNG BY BOYS VOICES

18:14:18 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists:
regal celebratory

18:14:23 From Mary Russell to Hosts and panelists:
So many voices as if all the world is celebrating

18:14:24 From Sydney Johnson to Hosts and panelists:
Majestic

18:14:28 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
wealthy

18:14:30 From Diana Dai to Hosts and panelists:
Peaceful and sainted
From Kathy Corbett-Welch to Everyone: joyful
From Anita Schell to Everyone: spirited!
From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: beautiful
From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists: Robes....
From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: Beautiful!
From Jan Valentine to Hosts and panelists: it’s a mixed choir, not boys and men
From Diane S. Whalen to Hosts and panelists: Disconnect with text of prayer
From Kit Tobin to Everyone: Positive energy
From Christine West to Hosts and panelists: Queen-like
From Tracy Quan to Everyone: Feminine voices dominate the male
From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists: and wings
From Carol King to Everyone: An attempt to make the sense of the early Magnificat carry the weight as understood in contemporary music a contextualizing
From Elizabeth Windsor to Hosts and panelists: Interesting the juxtaposition between male and female voices
From Bonnie Bivins to Everyone: Fortissimo!
From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists: Hopeful
From Julie Zehr to Hosts and panelists: Exhilarating
From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists: Eventually more settled.
From Frances Katrishen to Hosts and panelists: Joyful and comforting
From Kathleen Schmitt to Everyone: royal, celebratory, transcendent
From Sarah Bonay to Hosts and panelists: exalted, revered
From Cindy Liu to Hosts and panelists: angelic
From R Richard Marchand to Everyone: "mother mild"
From Michael Link to Everyone: Reflective
From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists: emotional
From Michael Link to Everyone:
Meditative
18:16:13 From Arlene Markowski to Hosts and panelists:
Peaceful and pensive
18:16:14 From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists:
beautiful
18:16:16 From Karen Collins to Hosts and panelists:
Serene, ethereal, other worldly
18:16:16 From Scott Kirby to Everyone:
from scott Kirby very dramy
18:16:17 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone:
Angellic
18:16:17 From Graham Crawford to Hosts and panelists:
ethereal
18:16:20 From Connie Coddington to Everyone:
celestial, angelic
dolce
18:16:25 From Ann F Stanford to Hosts and panelists:
Single female voice—draws us close.
18:16:25 From Sydney Johnson to Hosts and panelists:
Lyrical and tender
18:16:26 From Jan Valentine to Hosts and panelists:
reflective
18:16:28 From John Laycock to Hosts and panelists:
intimate
18:16:29 From Jennifer Alexander to Everyone:
reflective
18:16:30 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
more feminine (traditionally)
18:16:32 From Isabel Geller to Everyone:
More appropriate to have one woman singing the text
18:16:32 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists:
gorgeous and appropriate for a mother of love
18:16:32 From Anne Silver to Everyone:
unlike the text
18:16:33 From Fain Webb to Everyone:
MORE INTIMATE
18:16:33 From Jane Donahue to Hosts and panelists:
solemn
18:16:34 From Michael Link to Everyone:
lullaby
18:16:34 From Carol King to Everyone:
an embodiment of her wonder
18:16:36 From Arianne Rice to Everyone:
western tonality—harmonious—angelic
18:16:41 From Judy Stark to Everyone:
Single female voice dominates.
18:16:42 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
singular
18:16:42 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists:
contemplative more a ‘wisdom’ orientation and her words are being articulated intelligently
18:16:42 From VK McCarty to Everyone:
    Well, matches the text better
18:16:42 From Catherine Roskam to Hosts and panelists:
    quietly confident
18:16:43 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
    A little lonely
18:16:45 From Simona Perry to Everyone:
    powerful
18:16:46 From Steve Dougherty to Everyone:
    Soft, feeling
18:16:46 From Joan Phelps to Hosts and panelists:
    Matches the first set of images
18:16:49 From Carrie Allport to Hosts and panelists:
    Pretty and polite
18:16:52 From Diana Dai to Hosts and panelists:
    Heavenly
18:16:54 From Barbara Castanzo to Hosts and panelists:
    Prayerful and reflective
18:16:55 From Elizabeth Windsor to Everyone:
    Pondering in her heart
18:16:56 From Samuel Wilson to Hosts and panelists:
    Reflective
18:16:58 From Daniel Somers to Everyone:
    no rush to the barricades
18:16:58 From Dorothy Carey to Hosts and panelists:
    Uplifting, serene.
18:16:58 From Xiaoyan Jiang to Everyone:
    loving and caring
18:17:00 From Edward Greene to Hosts and panelists:
    womanly
18:17:03 From Molly Dale Smith to Everyone:
    tenderness
18:17:03 From Phillip Geliebter to Hosts and panelists:
    Beautifully angelic
18:17:09 From Jeryl Mitchell to Everyone:
    Soul Moving
18:17:10 From Lisa Nilles to Hosts and panelists:
    exalting the feminine
18:17:12 From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
    personal
18:17:13 From KC Crewdson to Everyone:
    neutered
18:17:15 From Kimberly Yates to Hosts and panelists:
    Romantic, pastoral
18:17:20 From Joyce Cole to Hosts and panelists:
    soft feminine loving motherly
18:17:22 From Steve Dougherty to Everyone:
    reaching out
orchestration a bit sentimental … so far.

Recognition Acceptance

poignant, deeply joyous, lower key more immanent

lyric, dreamy

yearning

I mean, this is a radical text

Magnificent Magnificat

peaceful

A single emotion (in comparison to the last selection)

Hallmarkish?

Intimate

emotion, caring, personal

Norwegian sound of Nidaros Cathedral

Peaceful, soothing

knowing, powerful

pastoral

this is not the message of the usual Mary as naive child

Otherworldly but with deep feeling

almost a lullaby

I would have loved to have heard Amy Winehouse interpretation

reflective and positive; doesn’t reflect any sorrow or angst of any other sense of struggle.

Does it start in the middle?

Beautiful setting – A new piece of music makes me think of the Magnificat in new ways

Nice
18:19:40 From Cindy Liu to Hosts and panelists: moving me to tears
18:20:50 From Paula Lawrence-Wehmiller to Hosts and panelists: Henry Ossawa Tanner’s Annunciation.
18:47:49 From Victoria Rue to Everyone: Lovely. Makes her time with the Angel very trance like. As the Qur’an states, the angel is a perfectly formed male.
18:48:31 From Daniel Somers to Hosts and panelists: Can you comment on this and any parallel with the Greek myth of Leda and the swan?
18:52:00 From Flourish Klink to Hosts and panelists: magnificat!!
18:52:03 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists: no husband
18:52:06 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: Her affirmation
18:52:11 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists: affirmation
18:54:42 From Tracy Quan to Everyone: Who were the aggressive men on horseback? (Please excuse my ignorance.)
18:54:58 From Tracy Quan to Everyone: Thank you
18:55:07 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone: Where was Joseph?
18:55:42 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone: The Magnificat is a Manifesto!
18:56:29 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone: Mary is declaring jubilee!
18:56:52 From Philip Avello to Hosts and panelists: But Marx was atheist. He condemned religion as opiate of the masses.
18:58:05 From John Laycock to Hosts and panelists: A contrast of kingdoms, one of God, the other of commerce/power.
18:59:54 From Joy Carol to Everyone: Thanks for bringing this right down to us.. We need to hear this.
19:00:12 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone: Reminds me of the Poor Peoples Campaign!
19:00:39 From Victoria Rue to Everyone: Yes, Sara Macdonald, the Poor People’s Campaign!
19:01:06 From Jeryl Mitchell to Hosts and panelists: Thank you! I enjoyed the seminar. I need to sign off.
19:02:05 From Joy Carol to Everyone: From Joy Carol to everyone. SO good to bring this down to our
level. Much appreciated.

19:02:09 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
very cool!

19:02:32 From Ann F Stanford to Everyone:
Fabulous talk!

19:02:37 From Mary Sheeran to Everyone:
Always felt this way about the Magnificat. We should say that instead of the Creed in our services.

19:02:58 From Phillip Geliebter to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you

19:03:00 From Molly O'Neil Frank to Hosts and panelists:
Thanks Dr. Parker – Wonderful!

19:03:02 From Diane S. Whalen to Hosts and panelists:
So wonderful! Thank you!

19:03:19 From Gisela Szurgot to Everyone:
Thank

19:03:20 From Linda Brandt to Hosts and panelists:
So good to be back in ‘seminary’

19:03:22 From Jenn Allen to Everyone:
I love that idea @mary shear

19:03:28 From Ann F Stanford to Everyone:
Love that this is a Palestinian folk song.

19:03:34 From Chris Barton to Hosts and panelists:
Thanks julie. This really made me think.

19:03:48 From Michael Link to Everyone:
Love this powerful song

19:04:04 From Rosemary Tolliver to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you!

19:04:09 From Sarah Knutson to Everyone:
Grateful for this magnificent, Marxist beginning of Advent—so many thanks.

19:04:12 From R Richard Marchand to Everyone:
Reminds of Miriam's wild song and dance

19:04:29 From Michael Link to Everyone:
Reminds me for The Women's March

19:04:56 From Bonnie Bivins to Everyone:
Thank you for sharing your work with us! It is always a joy to hear you speak.

19:05:22 From Tracy Quan to Hosts and panelists:
The Romans: I recall a convoy of noisy police vans on Malcolm X Blvd, it was just like that! A procession, like an occupying army. It was late 2019.

19:05:26 From Susan Steinberg to Hosts and panelists:
Amen!

19:05:27 From Victoria Rue to Everyone:
YES, YES YES!! Thank you, Julie!

19:05:30 From Ann F Stanford to Everyone:
Brava!

19:05:31 From Alicia Miller Pitterson to Hosts and panelists:
I am really enjoying this seminar
thank you
Thank you. I have missed seeing you and hearing you.
Thank you, Julie
👏
Thank you so much, Dr. Parker!
Thank you
Thank you for a powerful presentation
thank you so very much for this educational and uplifting presentation, hoping for more future presentation—love and peace—gods blessings—Gisela
Thank you so much.
Claudette Colvin comes to mind—15 years old.
Thank you, Julie Faith Parker!
So inspiring! Thank you!!!
Links to the March 23–25 free livestream performances of
Maryam: A Woman of Bethlehem
(a play conceived and directed by Dr. Victoria Rue)
Website:
www.maryamawomanofbethlehem.org
Trailer for the production:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7yxoggm5jcyoe19/PlayTrailer_v3.mov?dl=0
Magnify the Lord. Powerful magnifying glass on God through Mary and all women.
There is a website: www.maryamawomanofbethlehem.org
has this talk been recorded...will it be available to share with colleagues later on? great talk Julie
The recording of the webinar and other presentation materials and resources will be posted tomorrow on our website at https://www.gts.edu/upcoming-events and an email with the link will be sent to all our guests via Zoom as soon as possible after that.
19:08:37 From Flourish Klink to Everyone:
    Preach!!!!
19:09:39 From Arlene Markowski to Everyone:
    Thank you for this snapshot of Mary, the inspirational resources and the charge to learn from Mary's courageous example.
19:09:47 From Jonathan Silver to Everyone:
    The recording of the webinar and other presentation materials and resources will be posted tomorrow on our website at https://www.gts.edu/upcoming-events and an email with the link will be sent to all our guests via Zoom as soon as possible after that.
19:09:50 From Liza Cucco to Everyone:
    Thanks so much, what a wonderful program!
19:09:57 From Alicia Miller Pitterson to Hosts and panelists:
    This was wonderful
19:10:03 From Alicia Miller Pitterson to Hosts and panelists:
    Thank you
19:10:04 From Thomas Daffern to Everyone:
    you might want to look at the life of Jenny Von Westphalen Marx's wife, who was the real powerhouse behind his work.. without her no Marxism.. but she is often overlooked.. sounds familiar eh?
19:10:12 From rebecca northington to Hosts and panelists:
    Thank you this was really amazing!
19:10:25 From Barbara Nixon to Hosts and panelists:
    dear Julie, many years ago...I went to Kirkland...I think you grad. from Hamilton...I choreographed a dance to the Magnificat as sung in the 1940 hymnal and have danced it at seminary in Vancouver, Canada and in churches from Ontario, bc, Canada, CT, VA, cal. etc...thanks so much for this...I hope we can meet someday...
19:11:00 From Barbara Nixon to Hosts and panelists:
    Dr. Julie...I was a self created double major in dance and religion...
19:12:00 From Barbara Nixon to Hosts and panelists:
    thank you for this presentation and your ministry!!
19:12:21 From K M to Everyone:
    Please , will you send all the chats, presentation ,name of film etc. : and the website where it will be. Meci, email: moorekatherine78@gmail.com
19:12:30 From Susan McCutcheon to Hosts and panelists:
    The later church has had a huge impact on the image of Mary Magdalen (Pope Gregory 594 etc and subsequently) how do you view the later church’s impact on our image of Mary?
19:12:52 From Jonathan Silver to Everyone:
    The recording of the webinar and other presentation materials and resources will be posted tomorrow on our website at https://www.gts.edu/upcoming-events and an email with the link will be sent to all our guests via Zoom as soon as possible after that.
19:13:27 From Tracy Quan to Everyone:
    Will the chat be preserved?
19:13:49 From Jonathan Silver to Everyone:
    yes we will try to do that and post as well
From Barbara Nixon to Everyone:
and how about Mary's song connection to Hannah also

From Bill Crawford to Hosts and panelists:
Magnificent! Thank you, Dr. Parker/aka Julie!

From Ann F Stanford to Everyone:
There are fictional attempts to imagine a historical Mary.
Colm Toibin’s Mary (can’t remember whole title) and Sue Monk Kidd’s
“The Book of Longings,” are two that come to mind.

From Victoria Rue to Everyone:
Colm Toibin’s play is “The Testament of Mary”—it’s great, an
“old woman” Mary!

From Judy Stark to Everyone:
The Testament of Mary, by Colm Toibin.

From Bonita Braun to Everyone:
Just finished a course on Rahab. An ancestor of Jesus? A much
stronger woman that I would have imagined?

From Elizabeth Ring to Hosts and panelists:
As hosts you should be able to save the chat as a document.

From Jonathan Silver to Everyone:
we will save the chat and post it with the other materials on
the website as well

From K M to Everyone:
As youngster, After leaving kibbutz; tiberius & old city/
Jerusalem, I lived in Ein Kerim/VisiTation to do my masters & we the
semitic Mary in our world there not what you call "white Mary"

From Robby Mathis to Hosts and panelists:
Biology doesn’t deal with this matter.

From K M to Everyone:
Thanks for memories, As youngster, After leaving kibbutz/
tiberius & old city/Jerusalem, I lived in Ein Kerim/VisiTation to do
my masters & we in the semite world have semite Mary in our world
there not what you call "white Mary"

From Victoria Rue to Everyone:
Thank you Professor Julie Parker! Your work, and your
presentation was wonderful! I hope we can stay in touch. And thank
you so much for announcing my play which is about Christians and
Muslims talking about Mary/Maryam. Thank you!

From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
Prof. Parker: thanks a lot for your sharing. Question is: you
mentioned Carl Maximum in your sharing, does it mean that you believe
in Carl Marxist’s communism? How does the verse “Magnifica” and verse
Matthew 25

From Yves-Eugène Joseph to Hosts and panelists:
Brilliant! Your reference to Marx is just. Probably Marx has
read the Magnificat and the Synoptics and was influenced by them.

From Mary Beth Emerson to Everyone:
a colleague (years ago), when asked about Mary's virginity
replied "well, virgin births were a dime a dozen back in the day.

From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
Matthew15-29, the parable of “1 thousand, 2 thousand /5
thousand “regarding the using own talents wisely.

19:25:23 From Catherine Roskam to Hosts and panelists:
What happens to the gender of Spirit between Hebrew and
Christian scripture? Ruach is a feminine noun. Did Ruach overshadow
Mary?

19:25:39 From Victoria Rue to Everyone:
Mary Beth, what do you think your colleague meant by that
statement?

19:26:15 From K Karpen to Everyone:
Thank you!!

19:26:21 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you, Professor Parker – this was a wonderful
presentation!

19:26:36 From Tracy Quan to Everyone:
Thank you

19:26:38 From Kathleen Schmitt to Everyone:
Many thanks, Dr. Parker, for an excellent evening.

19:27:51 From Anne Silver to Everyone:
Amen!

19:27:55 From Lilo Rivera to Everyone:
Thank you, Dr. Parker!

19:27:58 From Ann F Stanford to Everyone:
Beautiful!

19:27:59 From Deborah Lee to Everyone:
Amen!

19:28:01 From Susan Steinberg to Everyone:
Grateful to you!

19:28:02 From Xiaoyan Jiang to Everyone:
thank you!!!

19:28:02 From Adrien @ Home to Everyone:
also, didn't the prof say the Greek(?) word can be translated
differently than just the simple 'virgin'

19:28:03 From Martha Gardner to Everyone:
Thank you!!!!!

19:28:03 From Jenn Allen to Everyone:
just wonderful!

19:28:03 From Christine West to Everyone:
Thank You, Thank You, Thank You

19:28:03 From Rosalie DiSimone-Weiss to Everyone:
This was wonderful! Thank you so much Dr. Parker!

19:28:04 From Sarah Knutson to Everyone:
Amen

19:28:04 From David Wildman to Everyone:
Thanks!!

19:28:04 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone:
Will we get the Psalm?

19:28:04 From Martha Shimkus to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you very much. Martha Shimkus

19:28:05 From Barbara Nixon to Everyone:
thanks again dr. parker!!
19:28:05 From Summer Green to Everyone:
  Thank you Dr. Parker for such a wonderful time together.

19:28:05 From Mary Sheeran to Everyone:
  Wahoo! Thanks!

19:28:05 From Leslie Piper to Hosts and panelists:
  Awesome evening!

19:28:06 From Ashley to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank you so much!

19:28:07 From Catherine Roskam to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank you so much!

19:28:07 From Flourish Klink to Everyone:
  Thank you!

19:28:07 From Kevin Booker to Hosts and panelists:
  ❤️

19:28:07 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
  Thanks

19:28:08 From Charlie Potts to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank you so much..

19:28:09 From Elizabeth Ring to Everyone:
  Thank you!

19:28:11 From Sarah Bonay to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank you so much!

19:28:12 From Sara Macdonald to Everyone:
  Thank you!

19:28:12 From Steve Dougherty to Everyone:
  Thank you, all

19:28:14 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
  So much

19:28:17 From Julie Zehr to Hosts and panelists:
  Excellent sister Jule!

19:28:19 From Barbara Castanzo to Everyone:
  Many thanks! This was awesome!!!!!!

19:28:27 From Martha Gardner to Hosts and panelists:
  Good to see you Jonathan!!!!

19:28:29 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
  This is really great

19:28:32 From christine janis to Everyone:
  Thank you. Parker

19:28:34 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
  And wonderful

19:28:37 From Robby Mathis to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank y’all!

19:28:39 From K M to Everyone:
  Thank hou!

19:28:43 From Lisa Nilles to Hosts and panelists:
  Thank you!!!

19:28:44 From Carol King to Everyone:
  Thank you

19:28:45 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
  Magnificent
Thank you Dr Parker, I really learned a lot.

Thank you, Dr. Parker!

from scott – thank you Jon and Julie

I am from China

Thank you for a great presentation!

Thanks a lot Prof. Parker

I shared the event on Hong Kong public radio Sunday night, hope we got some visitors!

Hello from Santa Maria California on Chumash Land.

And thank you, Mr. Silver.

Thank you all for joining us!

Thanks a lot Prof. Parker

Really appreciate

I shared the event on Hong Kong public radio Sunday night, hope we got some visitors!

Wonderful! (as expected) Thank you!

Aloha and Mahalo from Hawaii.

Everyone may God bless you all

Thanks prof. Parker!

yep ca. for me...hope you saw my message to dr. parker re:

Hamilton/Kirkland connection and maybe I ll meet you in nyc sometime in the not too distant future

Blessings from Bexley, Ohio

Excellent sister Jule!

dance and religion major...not too unusual for a kirkie

Merci! Montreal, Canada

I wrote earlier re: my dancing to a sung magnificat

Tonight was a blessing I so deeply needed. Thank you. Peace,
19:31:10 From Barbara Nixon to Hosts and panelists:
i wrote during your talk so i hope you can scroll up and see it
19:31:12 From Carol King to Everyone:
Thank you for the resources
19:31:22 From Al Niese to Hosts and panelists:
Thanks so much. Encouraging, inspirational! I wonder what names of current moral leaders of our time to you look to and admire. Al Niese Maine.
19:32:16 From Cindy liu to Hosts and panelists:
thanks all